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vi. The wall has been displaced by 50mm as a downward rota\ on, with cracks exceeding
20mm.

vii. The slabs to the South aspect in this area have been lieed by 30-50mm.

viii.T3 is a mature Scots pine with its stem within 700mm of the driveway and retaining
wall to the North aspect.

ix. The slabs have been displaced extensively in this area, extending some 5m up the
driveway to the West aspect with a trip hazard exceeding a height of 100mm which
could also cause extensive damage to vehicles using the driveway.

x. The same is true of T4, although the contact damage from lie ing pavias extends to the
East aspect throughout the ancillary parking bay.

xi. The likely roo\ ng area of these trees suggests that around 50% of these trees roots will
extend beneath the driveway.

xii. Tree roots are opportunis\ c by their nature, and oeen like to push between layers
where there is condensa\ on build up, and the area is warmer. Gypsum is also nutrient
rich.

xiii. I do not consider the reten\ on of any of these trees to be viable.

11. Analysis:
The Legal posi\ on

i. In this instance, the case law precedent that comes to mind is that of Perrin and anoth-
er Vs Northampton BC 2007.

ii. To summarise:
Inves. ga. ons: The claimant alleged that a local authority owned tree that was cov-
ered by a tree preserva\ on order had caused subsidence damage to their property.

Live roots were uncovered beneath the founda\ ons of the property, but not directly
or conclusively aJ ributed to the defendant’s tree.

The local planning authority rejected the applica\ on to fell the tree on the grounds
that the data was insufficient to shie  the burden of proof to that tree.

Vegeta. on management: The LPA relayed the following to the claimant, regarding
the tree as high value:
• The amenity of the tree was considered to outweigh the reasons for the tree’s

removal.
• The claimant could apply to prune the encroaching roots.
• The tree could be pruned to decrease root growth/ingress, and reduce water

demand.
• That there were engineering solu\ ons such as underpinning for the property.
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